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ABSTRACT. Equilibrium-line a ltitudes on the White Glacier, Axe! H eiberg Island, a nd the north-west 
sector of the Devon Ice Cap a re shown to be closely related to mean July freezing- level h eights at nearby 
upper-air weather stations. An inverse relationship between July freezing-level heights a nd mass balance 
on the Devon I ce Cap is also sh own. R easons for such correlations are suggested and som e limitations of 
the relationship are ou tlined . R ecent lowering of the freez ing level in July is discussed in relation to the 
theoretical "steady-state" equilibrium-line altitudes in the Canadia n high Arct ic. It is suggested that 
positive mass-ba lance years have predominated over a la rge part of northern Ellesmere I sla nd a nd north
central Axel H eiberg Island since 1963, and some glac iological evidence supporting this hypothes is is given. 

R EsuME. Altitude des lignes d'equilibre, bilalls et hauteurs des niveaux de gel enjuillet dalls le ha ut Arcti que Calladien. 
On montre que les altitudes des lignes d'equilibre du White Glacier d a ns Axel Heiberg Island, e t le secteur 
Nord-Ouest d e la ca lotte de D evon sont en etroite relation avec les h a ute urs du niveau moyen du gel en 
juillet da ns les sta tions climatologiq ues du voisinage. On trouve egalem ent une relation inverse entre les 
hauteurs du niveau de gel en juille t e t le bilan de la calotte glacia ire de Devon. On suggere quelques explica
lions a ces relations et on en esquisse quelques limites. Le recent abaissement d u niveau du gel en juillet es t 
discute par reference aux alti tudes theoriques de la ligne d'equilibre d 'un "stade stable" dans le ha ut Arctique 
Canadien. On suggere que les annees de bilan positif ont predomine d epuis 1963 sur une large part de 
l'Ellesmere I sland du Nord et du Centre et du Nord de I ' Axel Heiberg I sland; quelques observations glacio
logiques corroborant ces hypotheses sont presentees. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Hohen. der Gleichgewichtslillie, Massenhaushalt lInd J uli-Frostgrellze in der kanadischen 
Hoch-Arktis. Es wird gezeigt, d ass die Hohen der G leichgewichtslinie auf d em W hite Glacier , Axel Heiberg 
Island, und a uf d em nordwestlichen Sektor des D evon I ce Cap eng mit den H ohen der mittleren Juli
Frostgrenze uber nahegelegenen Wetterstationen fur die hohere Atmosphare zusammenhangen. Ebenso 
wird eine inverse Beziehung zwischen den H ohen d er Juli-Frostgrenze und dem Massenhaush a lt auf dem 
Devon I ce Cap nachgewiesen . Grunde fill' diese Korrelationen werden vorgeschlagen und einige Beschrank
ungen des Zusammenhanges dargelegt. Das neuerli ch e Absinken del' Frostgrenze im Juli wird im Hinblick 
auf die H ohen der lheoretischen "stationaren" G leichgewichtslinie in del' ka nad ischen Hoch-Arktis diskutiert. 
Es wi rd vermutet, dass seit 1963 a uf einem grossen Teil del' nordlichen E llesmere Island und del' nordlichen 
zentralen Axel Heiberg Island J a hre mit positivem Massenhausha lt uberwogen; einige glaziologische 
Fakten zu r Stutzung dieser H ypothese werden angefuhrt. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over much of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, surface temperatures are b elow 0 ° C 
from September to May (i. e. the 0 ° C isotherm orfreezing level does not rise above the surface). 
T he freezing level reaches a maximum elevation in July, and h ence changes in the mean 
elevation of this surface can greatly influence the area of snow and ice affected by melting. 
With freezing levels near the ground surface, sensible heat exchange is low and receipts of 
long-wave radiation are reduced , resulting in less energy available for melting (Paterson, 
1969). 

T he height of the freezing level also determines the relative proportions of precipitation 
reaching the surface as rain or snow. As the elevation of the freezing level lowers, the per
centage of precipitation falling as snow at the surface increases; when the freezing level is 
below approximately 250 m , 50 % of the precipitation at the surface is in the form of snow. 
T his has been sh own for both mid-latitudes (Murray, 1952, 1959) and Arctic regions (persona l 
communication from R . G. Barry) . By controlling the altitudinal zonation of rain and snow 
during the peak of the ablation season, the height of the July freezing level also has an im
portan t influen ce on surface a lbedo which remains high where summer snowfall occurs and 
thus further diminishes the energy available for m elting. 
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ELA, MASS BALANCE AND THE FREEZING LEVEL 

In any balance year the equilibrium line is the bounda ry between the zone of net a ccumu
lation and the zone of n et ablation on a glacier. T he height of the equi librium line is thus an 
integrated measure of the rela tive amounts of accumulation and ablation throughout the 
mass-balance year. In negative mass-balance years the eq uilibrium line a ltitude (ELA) will 
be high, whi le in positive mass-balance years the reverse is true. By examining variations of 
climatic parameters with changes in equi librium line altitude, the principal climatic influences 
on the ELA can be d e termined. 

F ew records of equilibrium line altitude variations a re available for Canadian A rctic. 
H owever, on the White G lacier, Axe! H eiberg Island (Figure 1) ELA m easurements have b een 
kept for about a decade (Muller, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1970). The White G lacier extends from 
75 m to I 400 m a .s.l. , with an average gradient of 1 in 10 (Adams, 1966). Surface and upper
air climatological data are available for I sachsen (lat. 780 47' N., long. 1030 32' W. ), 300 km 
to the south-west, and Eureka (I at. 80° 00' N ., long. 85° 65' W.), 110 km to the nor th -east . 
Table I shows correlation coeffi cients between the Whi te Glacier ELA a nd various clima tic 
p a rameters. The equi librium-line altitude is poorly correlated with winter precipita tion, 
p articu larly at Eureka, which is situated in the lee of the Axel Heiberg moun tains. H owever, 
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Fig . I. L ocation of places mentioned in text. E = Eureka, Ellesmere I sland; W = W hite Glacier, Axe! Heiberg Island; 
R = Resolute, Cornwallis Island; D = D evon Ice Cap, Devon I sland; C = Clyde, B affin I sland; T = T hule, Gree/l
land. Note: only the D evOlz Ice Cap is stippled. 
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very high correlations (significant at < I % level ) exist between the ELA and July freezing 
levels* at both Isachsen and Eureka . Mean summer (June, July and August) freezing levels 
are less highly correlated with ELAs. 

TABLE I. CORRELATION COEFFICI ENTS BETWEEN CLIMATIC PARAMETERS MEASURED AT 

EUREKA AND I SACHSEN AND THE ELA ON WHITE GLACIER, AXEL H EIBERG l SLAND, 

1959/ 60 TO 1968/ 69 ( EXCLUDING 1967/ 68) 

Correlatioll 
coefficiellt 

Isachsen winter (September- May) precipitation 0.52 
Eureka winter (September- May) precipitation 0. 1 1 

Average winter precipitation of Eureka and I sachsen 0-43 
Average summer (June- A ugust) freez ing level a t Isachsen 0.70 
Average summer (June- August) freezing level a t Eureka 0.62 
Average summer (June- August) freez ing level a t Eureka and Isachsen 0.67 

Average July freezing level at Eureka and Isachsen 0.94 

Average July freezing level at Isachsen 0.91 

Average July freezing level at Eureka 0.97 
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Fig. 2 . Equilibrium-lille altitudes all the White Glacier. Axe! H eiberg i slalld, ill relatioll to J uly Jreezing-leveL heights at Eureka 
( 1959/60 to 1968/69; no dataJor 1967/68). Geopotential metre ~O.98 metres. Freez ing Level Jar Ju ly 1960 reLaied 
to ELAJor 1959/ 60, eic. ( White Glacier dataJrom Milller, 1966, 1967, 1968 and 1970.) 

* Freezing levels at Canadian upper-a ir sta tions are coded by the Atmospheri c Environment Serv ice, Downs
view, Ontario, Canada. In this study, average July freezing levels a t 00.00 GMT were the average of codes 0, I 

a nd 2. vVhen more than one code 2 level occurred, the lowest va lue was used. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the relationship b etween July freezing-level height at Eureka and ELAs 
on the White Glacier , Axe l Heiberg I sland. Although the record is short, it is clear that the 
height of the freezing level in July has an important infl uence on the equilibrium-line alti tu de 
of the glacier. A similar analysis was carried out using the record of ELAs on the north
wes tern sector of the Devon Ice Cap (Koerner, 1970 and personal communication ), and 
July freezing levels at Resolute, 350 km to the wes t (Fig. 3a). Again a strong correlation 
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Fig. 3. Equilibrium-line altitudes on the D evon Ice Cap, north-west sector, in relation to: (a ) July free zing leuelheights al 
R esolute (Cornwallis i sland ), [96o/61 to 1971/72: (b) an average of J llly f reezing level heights at Resolute and Clyde, 
(Ba./Jin Island ), J!J6J / 62 to J970/71. The E L Afor [967 has been omitted because it is based onfewer observatiolls than 
other years. (Devon I sland datafrom K oem er, J970 and personal communicatioll, [973 ·) 
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(significant at < I % level) is indicated, though again the small number of points requires 
caution in interpretation. However , in view of the importance of the freezing level (discussed 
above) , it is not difficult to see a meaningful physical relationship between freezing-level height 
and equilibrium-line altitude. Furthermore, the ELA on the Devon Ice Cap is closely related 
to glacier mass ba lance (Koerner , 1970, fig. 8) and so the relationship be tween mass balance 
and July freezing-level height was also examined (Fig. 4a) . As expected, there is a negative 
relationship (statistically significant at < I % level), with low freezing levels corresponding to 
positive mass-balance years. Both figures, although based on limited field observations and 
upper-air data a considerable distance from the ice bodies, suggest that July freezing-level 
height acts as a major control on the mass balance and ELA of these high Arctic ice bodies. 
Upper-air soundings closer to the ice bodies may improve the relationships even further. 
This is sugges ted, in fact, by the higher correlation coefficients between the average of July 
freezing levels at R esolute and C lyd e and the ELA and mass balance on the north-west 
Devon I ce Cap (the ice cap lies between these two upper-air stations) (Figs 3b and 4b) . 
However , the Clyde station closed in 1970 and so today the nearest upper-air station to the 
ice cap is R esolute. It is very likely that upper-air data from Thule would also improve the 
predic tion of ELAs on the Devon Ice Cap. However , unlike the Canadian stations, Thule is 
operated entirely by the U .S. Weather Bureau and freezing levels are not explicitly analysed 
and published. Freezing levels could normally be obtained from significant-level data but 
these are not available for Thule. Consequently freezing levels at Thule must be obtained 
either from interpolation between standard pressure levels (which is not a very reliable 
meth od ) or from examination of individual daily soundings for the relevant period . Because 
of the cost and inherent problems of such data reduc tion it was d ecided that Canadian 
stations which are closest to the Devon I ce Cap would be used (Fig. I) and the results clearly 
indicate that an improvement in the relationship is achieved by the use of both Clyd e and 
R esolute data. It would be of interest for upper-air soundings to be taken directly above these 
ice bodies to see wha t further information might be gained from observations in the immediate 
vicinity rather than from sta tions hundred s of kilometres away. 

LIMITA TIO )lS OF THE R E GRESSIONS 

Although a plot of ELAs on these two ice bodies and adjacent upper-air data indicates a 
simple linear rela tionship based on 10 or 12 points there are physical constrain ts to be con
sidered which place limita tions on the regression. For example, in a very cold summer (low 
July freezing level) the firn line will be lowered. Uthe foll owing summer is warm and m elting 
occu rs, much of the m elt may be absorbed by the porous firn resulting in a less negative 
ba la nce tha n the freezing level suggests. This, in fact, is the case for the w arm summer of 1966 
(preced ed by two extrem ely cold summers) and 1969 (preceded by the cold summer of 1968) . 

Adjusting the ELA d ownward to account for this would bring both p oints closer to the 
regress ion line for the other years (see F ig . 3b). Simila rly, the mass ba la nce for these years 
would a ppear to be lower than is ac tually the case, as shown by the balance year 1965- 66 
(Fig . 4 b) . Adjusting this upward (i. e . towards a m ore positive ba lan ce) would bring the 
poin t closer to the r egression li ne for th e other years. T hus, although there are glaciological 
considerations to be taken into account with the linear relationship outlined above these 
actua lly a ppear to reinfor ce the connection between upper-a ir data and glacia l mass bala nce. 

R ECENT F R EEZING L EVEL C HA NGES 

In view of the fact tha t there appears to be a close relationship between a nnual equiIibrium
line a lt itudes in the high Arctic and the corresponding mean July freezing levels, it is of interes t 
to conside r recent freez ing-level cha nges in the area in relation to the " steady-state" EL As, 
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estimated from the I : 250 000 topographic maps of the Canadian high Arctic (i .e. north of 
lat. 72 0 N. ) (Miller and others, 1975) ' As a result oflarge falls in July freezing levels through
out the Canadian archipelago since 1963 (Bradley, 1973), the m ean July freezing levels 
1963- 72 have been below the "steady-state" ELAs over large areas of northern and central 
Ellesmere Island and north-cen tral Axel H eiberg I sland. This suggests that during the period 
1963- 72, a large upland area in the Canadian high Arctic experienced predominantly positive 
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Fig. 4. Mass balance on the Devon Ice Cap, north-west sector, in relation to: (a) Julyfreezing level heights at R esolute (Corn
wallis Island), 1960 to 1965/66 (no datafor theyears 1966/67 to 1968/69) and 1969/70 to 1971 /72 ; (b) an average 
of July free z ing-level heights at R esolute and Clyde (Baffin I sland), 1960/6 1 to 1965/66 and 1969/70. No mass-balance 
data for 1966/67 to 1968/69 and lZO Clyde upper-air data after 1969/70. (Devon Island data from Koerner, 1970 and 
personal commUlzicntion, 1973.) 
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mass-balance years. Unfortunately, no regular observations were made in this remote area 
during the last d ecade, but som e support for this suggestion comes from the observations made 
by Hattersley-Smith (1972) on a traverse across the United States Range, northern Ellesmere 
Island in 1967. H e notes that the former percolation facies of the ice cap above I 800 m had 
been changed to an almost dry-snow facies and the equilibrium line on the glaciers had been 
lowered to an elevation of about 900 m from a mean of about I 200 m in the years 1957- 63. 
This fall in the equilibrium-line altitude is similar to the recent decrease in mean July freezing 
level observed at Alert and Eureka (Bradley, 1973)' Highly positive net budgets on the 
Gilman Glacier , northern Ellesmere Island, have also been noted by R. B. Sagar for the 
period 1962-67 (c. + 230 X 106 m 3 H 20 ) (Hattersley-Smith, 1972) a nd recent expansion and 
thickening of a small ice cap on north-eastern Ellesm ere Island have b een reported (Hattersley
Smith and Serson, 1973). 

In interpreting the c1imatological and glaciological evidence it should be noted that, 
although there is a strong relationship between ELA, mass balance a nd July freezing-level 
variations over time, small-scale maps of mean July freezing levels over the period 1955- 63 
do not resemble the small-scale "steady-state" ELA maps in details. These differences may 
point to the influence of other macroscale climatic factors or may reflect the problems of 
mapping ELAs over large areas, and at a point in time when the ice bodies may not be in 
equilibrium with contemporary climate. If ice bodies represented on the 1 : 250 000 maps 
are lagging in response to the post-1880 warming trend, the estimated ELAs may b e unrealisti
cally low. However, as the recent freezing levels ( 1963-72) are below these estimated ELAs the 
predominance of positive mass-balance years over the last decad e for a large part of northern 
Ellesmere and north-central Axel H eiberg Island is a reasonable assumption. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that in recent years at the high Arctic sites examined, a strong relation
ship exists between equilibrium-line altitude, mass balance and the corresponding m ean height 
of the freezing level in July of that year. If studies at additional si tes support these r elationships, 
they may provide a technique for estimating the broad-scale ne t balance over much of the 
Canadian high Arctic. In addition, estimates of palaeo-equilibrium-line altitudes may be 
in terpreted more meaningfully in terms of this relationship. H owever, it should be noted 
that the two areas for which ELA records have been examined are representative of an area 
where winter precipitation amounts are small a nd the summer ablation period is relatively 
shor t (i.e. where mass exchange is low). In areas where winter precipitation amounts are 
higher and the ablation season longer, it is doubtful that the height of the July freezing level 
will be the major control on the equilibrium-line altitude. 
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